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AHRI Shipment Data
for June 2018
YEAR-TO-DATE: Year-to-date U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water heaters increased 8.1 percent, residential electric storage water heaters increased 6.3 percent, commercial gas storage water heaters
increased 5.2 percent, commercial electric storage water heaters increased 0.8 percent, gas warm-air furnaces
increased 11.7 percent, oil warm-air furnaces increased 9.1 percent, central air conditioners increased 4 percent,
and heat pumps increased 10.4 percent.

CENTRAL A/C AND
AIR-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS

SHIPMENTS STATUS OF
WARM-AIR FURNACES

U.S. shipments of central air conditioners and airsource heat pumps totaled 1,120,459 units in June
2018, up 3.8 percent from 1,079,859 units shipped
in June 2017. Air conditioners increased 3.1 percent,
to 783,705 units, up from 760,247 units shipped
in June 2017. Air-source heat pumps increased 5.4
percent, to 336,754 units, up from 319,612 units
shipped in June 2017.

U.S. shipments of gas warm-air furnaces for June
2018 increased 10.7 percent, to 334,382 units, up
from 301,945 units shipped in June 2017. Oil warmair furnace shipments increased 4.8 percent, to 2,705
units, up from 2,582 units shipped in June 2017.
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COMMERCIAL STORAGE
WATER HEATERS

RESIDENTIAL STORAGE
WATER HEATERS

Commercial gas storage water heater shipments
increased 6.3 percent in June 2018, to 9,095
units, up from 8,555 units shipped in June 2017.
Commercial electric storage water heater shipments
decreased 7.9 percent, to 12,333 units, down from
13,396 units shipped in June 2017.

U.S. shipments of residential gas storage water
heaters for June 2018 increased 12.9 percent, to
409,525 units, up from 362,619 units shipped in
June 2017. Residential electric storage water heater
shipments increased 13.2 percent, to 378,239 units,
up from 334,234 units shipped in June 2017.
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SOURCE: Information contained in these graphs is courtesy of the Air-Conditioning, Heating,
and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI). Industry figures are estimates that are derived from the best
available figures supplied by a sample of AHRI member companies.
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location. Many contractors avoid
this essential airflow because
they fear how it will impact the
system and are unsure how to
offer it as an option.
To counteract these doubts,
many assume that building leakage provides enough ventilation
for the customer’s needs. Rarely
does this work, especially in newer

test equipment that measures
leakage with calibrated fans
and gauges.
You can provide a new type
of service and solve many
comfort complaints when you
add intentional outside air and
offer your customers a healthy
air source. Don’t assume where
the outside air is coming from.

“The four airflow values in
this article offer a different
opportunity for you. If our
industry would only take
advantage of the first two
airflow values, we would see
a significant improvement
in callbacks, warranty costs,
and customer complaints.
Add in the third and fourth
airflow values, and you begin
a comfort revolution.”
homes that are tightly constructed.
The other forgotten aspect is the
outside air source.
Outside air can enter a
system intentionally, such as
through a dedicated outside
air duct, economizer, energy
recovery ventilator (ERV), heat
recovery ventilator (HRV), or
ventilating dehumidifier. It can
also be brought into a system
unintentionally through duct
leakage or pressure imbalances.
Air from an intentional source
comes in through a known
location. If air enters from an
unintended location, you’ll have
no idea where the source of that
air is. Your customers could
breathe air from a crawlspace
or attic just as easily as from
windows and doors.
You can measure intentional
outside air with a traverse.
The source will determine
if you need to traverse with
a thermal or a rotating vane
anemometer — each application
is different. You can traverse a
dedicated duct with a thermal
anemometer or traverse an
economizer inlet with a rotating
vane anemometer.
Unintentional outside air
measurement is tied to both
the duct system and building
leakage. If you measure these
interactions, you’ll need special

THE OPPORTUNITY
WITH AIRFLOW
The four airflow values
in this article offer a different opportunity for you. If our
industry would only take advantage of the first two airflow
values, we would see a significant improvement in callbacks,
warranty costs, and customer
complaints. Add in the third and
fourth airflow values, and you
begin a comfort revolution.
To add these airflow values
to your services, start with
required airflow. Email me for
the Required Airflow Table and
see where you need to be. Next,
begin to measure fan airflow.
The problems you discover and
solve with this single addition
will surprise you.
Once you have a good grasp
on this, take it up another
notch and add delivered airflow.
See what happens on a roomby-room basis. Finally, offer
outside air to your systems and
provide the best ventilation
you can for your customers.
Each airflow measurement is a
building block to provide true
comfort and efficiency from
your systems. With a little
imagination, you can apply this
knowledge daily to provide the
solutions your customers want
and need.
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